
Walcott's "large green words." Moreover, the green words are not 

"there," either. They exist only in the past perfect (Walcott "had 

wanted" them), among once-desired things that never came to pass 

and are no longer hoped for. Thus, the garden bridge between Maud 

and Walcott is not simply a pastoral construct; it is a pastoral manque 

that Walcott claims was never constructed. Pastoral is in the first place 
a compromise formation; because we can't escape social norms "in 

reality," we suspend them in pastoral. This is what happens in Wal

cott's most classically pastoral poem, "The Season of Phantasmal 

Peace." Here, however, Walcott's representation of a nonexistent rep

resentation of water lilies suspends the pastoral ideal of suspension. 
I 
,Whether this undoes pastoral or outdoes it, it is dear that by Omeros 

:Walcott is searching along the seam between nature and culture _for a 
relief whose arrival he no longer awaits. 
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If ever the naval exploits of this country are done into an epic poem
and since the Iliad there has been no subject better fitted for such 
treatment or better deserving it-the ¥¼?st Indies will be the scene of 
the most brilliant cantos. 

-James Anthony Froude, The British in the West Indies; 
or, The Bow of Ulysses' 

A LTHOUGH Omeros cannot have been the epic Froude imag

ined-not least because Froude couldn't have guessed his West 
Indian Iliad would be written by a St. Lucian-it is far from anti-Ho

meric or anti-epic. Walcott's mimicry never consists of mere mockery. 

Walcott aims for a Homeric scope of human conflict and visionary ex

perience and, obviously, raises expectations for his language and char

acterization by comparing himself to such an illustrious predecessor. 

But Omeros is also ambitious in a second sense; for by raising the ques

tion of his relationship to Homer, Walcott defirles himself against a pri

mary Western paradigm of originality and mimetic power, and re-eval

uates that paradigm as well as his own poetry.2 The "basic impulse of 
the Homeric style," as Auerbach observes, is "to represent phenomena 

in a fully externalized form, visible and palpable in all their parts, and 

completely fixed in their spatial and temporal relations."3 Walcott's 

mimicry of Homer thus confronts mimesis at what we usually think of 

as both its root and its apex. Further, the series of parallels upon which 

Omeros, like Joyce's Ulysses, stands presses us toward our own confron
tations with mimesis. Our first impulse may be to compare Walcott's 



Helen to Homer's, Achille to Achilles, Philoctete to Philoctetes, and so 

on. But the continuous process of doing so will likely also cause us to 

question our impulse to perceive, and hence to create, likenesses

especially when such questioning becomes an overt theme of the poem 

itself. When, for example, both Major Plunkett (a British veteran and 

colonist) an~ the persona of the poet struggle to grasp the St. Lucian 

Helen and then fail to detennine her relation (if any) to her Greek 

counterpart, the validity of similitude falls into doubt. 

Likewise, because Homer stands at or slightly before the beginning 

of Western poetic genealogy-at a distance at which genealogy evades 

the grasp-Walcott's rapprochement with Homer means a rapproche

ment with not just a poetic ancestor but with poetic ancestry. Walcott 

highlights this, too, first by making Omeros a character in the drama 

and casting his own persona as Omeros's poetic heir, and second by 

several times retelling the Odysseus-Telemachos story-a story that can 

be read as a parable of paternal, hence genealogical, mystery. 

Omeros's two tiers of reference-Walcottian and Homeric- also 

complicate mimicry in new ways. I suggested at the outset that mim

icry points to its own nonoriginality as well as to that of its model. 

Omeros does do this, in that "life" mimics "art" within the fiction of 

the poem. That is, the St. Lucian characters are ostensibly "real peo

ple" who yet appear to recall Homeric or other literary models. The 

character of Warwick Walcott, for example, the poet's father-who 

died of an ear infection at an early age-notices that his past echoes 

parts of Shakespeare's plays: 

("]I died on his birthday, one April. Your mother 
sewed her own costume as Portia, then that disease 
like Hamlet's old man's spread from an infected ear, 

I believe the parallel has brought you some peace. 
Death imitating Art, eh?" (68-69) 

Walcott once again places literary models, representations-albeit ten

tatively-in positions usually reserved for originals. But given two fic

tional tiers, one will likely shine at the expense of the other. Odds are 
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that figures in a painting gazing at another painting gain the appear

ance of verisimilitude in comparison to other figures inside the painting 

at which they gaze. Similarly, the rhetorical effect of Walcott's refer

ences to Homer's more distant poems is to vivify his own poem. By 
appearing to model "real" St. Lucians upon fictional Greeks, Walcott 

suggests that "life" imitates "art" -and thereby distracts the reader 

from the fact that what he calls "life" is already "art." In this sense 

Omeros actually disguises its own status as representation. If elsewhere 

in Walcott's work we learn that mimicry haunts mimesis, in Omeros a 
trompe-l'oeil mimesis returns to haunt mimicry. 

The progress of the poem complicates things still further, however, 

for Omeros gradually frustrates one's hope of defining the connections 
between St. Lucian and Greek characters. The persona of the poet 

strives to release the poem's Homeric tier-to shed "art" and hence

forward to perceive "life" in relation only to "life." Although libera

tion from reference to "art" would spell the end of mimicry, this lib
eration is a goal only within the "art" of the poem. As soon as we step 

back from mimetic illusion and recover our suspended disbelief in the 

reality of Omeros's St. Lucian tier, we see that Walcott's bespoken loy

alty to a "life" itself fictive draws its rhetorical persuasiveness from 

comparisons to the prior, avowedly discarded Homeric tier. And even 

if we capitulate to mimesis, suspend disbelief, and accept the lessons of 

the poem's fiction as truth, what we learn from the plot is precisely 
that it is as impossible to release "life" from "art" as to make "life" 

and "art" correspond. In other words, "life" turns out to depend upon 

"art" whether we do or do not accept Omeros's mimetic pretentions. 

Mimicry returns, in either case, to pursue the mimesis that pursues it. 

A good summary of the-poem-a lengthy, intricate network of plots, 

images, and linguistic play-would pose a challenge, and a compre
hensive explication would. require its own book. I won't be able to 

render an account of the whole poem here, nor even to negotiate all of 

its implications for mimicry. I can consider only a handful of related 
issues: questions of likeness and of the interpretation of likenesses, 

which occur throughout the poem but revolve with particular intensity 

around the figure of Helen; the related question of disfigurement, 
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likeness's negative, which similarly afflicts most of the characters but 

is focused especially upon the figure of Philoctete; and third, questions 
of genealogy and originality, in which most of the characters in the 
poem become involved. These three topics often intertwine: family 

likeness is held to be the proof of genealogy, for example, whereas 
disfigurement disrupts genealogy by blurring similitude. Finally, these 

issues recall discussions of representation, originality, and influence in 
earlier chapters. Omeros provides several points of comparison, there
fore, that help us to measure the late development of Walcott's poetic
or, as the case may be, to rethink the desire to compare early and late 

parts of a poet's career. 

IT SEEMS NECESSARY to define Omeros's relation to the Ho
meric poems before launching into a discussion of particulars. Exactly 
this relation, however, remains indefinite throughout the poem; Wal
cott's references to Homer inspire conflict and instability within Ome
ros. This instability ought to direct one's attention to the problem of a 

work's relation to its model, for Walcott's references to Homer question 
mimetic notions of reference to models to the same degree that they 

disrupt the poem's coherence. 
Walcott counters Homeric expectations by fluctuating between re

versal and continuity-which is certainly not to say that Omeros con

tains no important reversals. Walcott does, first of all, pastoralize the 
Homeric poems in Omeros, as though expanding upon "The Season of 
Phantasmal Peace." Major Plunkett, observing "an old freighter 
welded to the wharf by rust I and sunsets ... felt a deep tenderness for 

it,/ that it went nowhere at all" (258); Walcott, too, reserves his deep
est praise for the pacifistic and the humble. Walcott's postcolonial 
American status, parallel to Joyce's as an Irish writer in English, ac
counts for this conspicuous modification of epic protocol. Omeros's he

roes are not explorers, conquerors, or imperialists, but St. Lucian fish
ermen, waitresses, transport drivers, and the Like. Walcott distinguishes 
Achille from Achilles by his gentleness and modesty: 
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I sang of quiet Achille, Afolabe's son, 
who never ascended in an elevator. 
who had no passport, since the horizon needs none, 
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never begged nor borrowed, was nobody's waiter .... 

Who hated shoes, whose soles were as cracked as a stone, 
who was gentle with ropes, who had one suit alone. (320) 

It would be a mistake to conclude that Walcott always and merely 

pastoralizes epic, however. Omeros's pastoral inclination does not, for 

several reasons, decode the workings of all its Homeric allusions. First, 

characters and events in Omeros both parallel and contradict their Ho

meric counterparts. We cannot maintain that Achille, to continue with 

the same example, does not at all resemble Achilles. Although he is 

peaceable, his "frown / [isJ a growing thunderhead" (320); although 

(and because) he uses his fists only for sailing, rowing, or fishing, he 

does have "fist[s] of iron" (320); Hector and Achille do quarrel over 

Helen, "Like Hector. Like Achilles" (47); and in Achille's African 

dream of battle, "He ... felt the same I mania that, in the arrows of 

drizzle, he felt for Hector" ( 147). Second, Homeric models are not Wal

cott's only models, as Warwick Walcott's allusions to Shakespeare 

show. These multiple models combine to corrupt the purity of any orig

inality. As soon as we begin to claim originality for Achille by describ

ing him as distinct from or opposite to Homer's Achilles, we remember 

that the same pacifism, the same humility, attaches him to Joyce's 

Bloom. Difference from one predecessor simultaneously suggests mim

icry of another (as we saw in another context in Chapter 2), so that 

originality enters through the front door only to fly out the back. Con

nections tend to be confusingly overdetermined. Walcott's Hector "is" 

Hector, but when he crashes his transport, the Comet, he is Phaeton as 

well. The poet's wife and the narrator resemble Circe and one of her 

swine, yet "If History saw [Caribbeans] as pigs, History was Circe" too 

(64). The Homeric Polyphernos has at least three Omeric counterparts: 

the lighthouse at La Toe ( 13), Joyce with his eye patch (20 l), and a 

tourist with a camera (299).4 Walcott, combining Homeric and non

Homeric analogies, identifies Helen with St. Lucia, with the wreck of 

the Ville de Paris (which "vanishe[s] with all hope of Helen" from 
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Achille's sight [46]), and with the North American pioneer Catherine 

Weldon (216); Helen when pregnant at Christmastime recalls Mary 

(275-76). Any character so laden with variegated counterparts cannot 

really resemble any single counterpart. And finally, the whole idea of 
defining Achille as different from Achilles only perpetuates his depen

dence upon Achilles. It isn't possible to elimir:iate resemblance by 

means of contrast; likeness and unlikeness shimmer like mirages, dis

sipating when we attempt to grasp them. 

Walcott dramatizes this evasiveness most dearly in Book VII, when 
Omeros and his St. Lucian analogue, the blind seer Seven Seas, 

"ke[ep] shifting shapes" (280) in the distant surf as Walcott squints at 

them. Seven Seas is supposedly "natural," a real citizen of present-day 

Gros-Uet, while Omeros is a mixture of traditional ideas about Homer 
transmuted by Walcott's imagination to somewhat resemble Walcott 

himself (more on this later). The figure of Seven Seas is thus "real" 

and Omeros "fictive," Seven Seas "objective" and Omeros "subjec

tive." But as Walcott stands looking, the two images alternate so . 

quickly that both lose stability: 

They kept shifting shapes, or the shapes metamorphosed 
in the worried water; no sooner was the ,head 
of the blind plaster-bust dear than its brow was crossed 

by a mantling cloud and its visage reappeared 
with ebony hardness, skull and beard like ~otton, 
its nose like a wedge; no sooner I saw the one 

than the other changed and the first was forgotten 
as the sand forgets a shadow in widening sun. (280-81) 

Walcott's sonnet on Rembrandt's "The Polish Rider"_illustrated a figure 

and ground dilemma between art's formal and empathetic prope'rties. 

Here Walcott struggles with another figure and ground tension: if th.e 
poet focuses on either "life" or "art" the other is occluded, yet focusing 

on one also summons the other and perpetuates the instability of both. 

"Life" and "art" in Omeros correspon~ fairly well to "empathy" and 

"form" in ''The Polish Rider." Let us therefore return for a moment to 

Vendler's reading of Keats. According to Vendler, "in Keats's view, one 
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cannot experience sensory participation in the represented scene and 

intellectual awareness of the medium at one and the same time" ( 127). 

Still, although one cannot experience both at exactly the same mo
ment, "attention can change focus ... rapidly from what is being rep

resented to the medium of representation and ba~k again" ( 12 7). Now 

it seems that this phenomenon is not limited to the contemplation of 

formal versus empathetic properties, nor to art. A comparable oscilla

tion of attention occurs for Walcott between "art" and "life." As during 
"empathetic" moments one experiences art as though it were real, one 

may during complementary moments experience reality as though it 

were art. For the instant that a blind, elderly St. Lucian man reminds 

Walcott of Homer, Walcott may be said to lose his empathy toward 

reality. The scene in which Walcott glimpses Omeros an9- Seven Seas is 
not itself this experience (since Seven Seas and "Walcott" are every bit 

as fictive as Omeros), but it does represent such an experience. Further, 

the scene on the beach depicts an oscillation between a supposed given 
(Seven Seas) and its imagined analogue (Omeros). If Seven Seas sim

ply became Omeros, the scene would indicate the poet's complete be

lief in his own an~logy between the two. He would, like Keats's em
pathetic viewer, discard any doubt regarding the comparison he has 

made. But in the beach scene, the likeness between Seven Seas and 

Omeros "ke[eps] shifting,'" as though the process of comparison-of 

selecting a likeness-were Protean. Walcott's rapid fluctuati<;>n between 

Seven Seas' image and Omeros's kinetically ' represents the intensity 
with which he questions his own analogies. 

Walcott's treatment of Helen interrogates analogy even more sharply. 

Walcott's Helen, like Homer's, is an object of grea.t desire. Hector and 

Achille vie for her sexual attentions, and Plunkett and Walcott to define 
her intellectually; in Plunkett's interpretation of St. Lucian history Brit

ain and France compete for• St. Lucia as for "the Helen of the West 
Indies." By aligning these three kinds of desire Walcott compares Plun

kett's and h:is own wish to impose poetic orders of likenesses on the 

world to the male desire for the female body and to colonial domina

tion. Walcott knows, in other words, that the Helen/Helen parallel is 

too keenly ~ought, and therefore suspect. Because this supposed like-
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ness falls prey so easily to wishful thinking, it ought to be questioned: 
Helen's "beauty is what no man can claim/ any more than this bay" 

(288). Notice that Walcott challenges the motive for analogy, however, 

by aligning three kinds of desire-that is, by yet another process of 

analogy. After comparing several perspectives on Helen and her Ho

meric counterpart Walcott neither chooses among them nor rejects the 
desire for similitude. The mind can function only by seeking parallels. 

Although the poet cannot find a true parallel between Helens, he 

comes by the process of sorting possible parallels to an understanding, 

rather than a possession, of Helen and of similitude itself. 
The plot line involving Helen runs as follows: Helen is indeed a very 

attractive woman, formerly a housemaid for Dennis and Maud Plun

kett. When she first appears in the poem she is out of work; although 

she lives with Achille, she is not sure whether she is pregnant by him 
or by Hector, the transport driver. "Shortly after, she move[sl in with 

Hector" ( 116). In Chapter XXIIl Helen admits, "I am vexed with both 

of them, oui" ( 124). After Hector dies in the crash of his transport, 

Helen reunites with Achille. Achille plans to give the baby an African 

name, and to have Philoctete "[stand] godfather" (318). When we last 
see Helen, she is still pregnant, waiting tables at the Halcyon Inn. 

This outline of events shows that Omeros covers a period of consid

erable turmoil in Helen's life. Yet the poem rarely articulates her 

thoughts or emotions, and seems to question whether in the ordinary 
sense of those words she has any. Because Helen's motivations remain 

enigmatic the ultimate resolution of the plot questions that involve her 

seems formal rather than psychological. She returns to Achille, for ex

ample, possibly only because Hector is dead. Even Helen's child is all 

her own, since it's impossible to identify its father (it is in this sense 
that Helen resembles Mary). In the course of the poem she only be

comes more mysterious: "Grief heightened her. When she smiled II it 

was with such distance that it was hard to tell / if she had heard your 

condolence" (233-34). Helen is in fact characterized principally by her 

opacity, although she is also notable by default for her autonomy and 

apparent disdain for the regard of others (it is typically ironic that al
though Helen is such an object of male desire, the only "love scene" in 
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which she appears depicts an autoerotic act [153]). Helen is therefore 

someone whom others, including the persona of the poet, strive in
tensely to read; Plunkett and Walcott in particular find her attitude 

intriguing, and "[seek] grounds for her arrogance" (270).5 To exactly 

the same degree, however, Helen is quintessentially what they cannot 
objectively see. 

Walcott's presentation of Major Plunkett's method of representing 

Helen and that of the persona of the poet brings to mind "The Muse of 

History" 's contrast between linear/historical and antilinear/poetic 
styles. Plunkett, an amateur historian aware that "the island was once 

I named Helen" (31), tries to maintain a one-to-one correspondence 

between Helen and St. Lucia. Plunkett feels impelled, as a white colo

nial and Helen's former employer, by both guilt and genuine sympathy 

to "duty II towards her hopelessness," and wishes "to redress / (he 
punned relentlessly) that desolate beauty I so like her island's" (29-

30).6 He decides that he can best redress Helen's/St. Lucia's sorrow by 

researching a history of the British-French conflict over St. Lucia cen

tered around his sympathy for Helen: "Helen needed a history, / that 
was the pity that Plunkett felt towards her. I Not his, but her story. Not 

theirs, but Helen's war" (30). Plunkett constructs a sort of historical 
allegory, collecting analogies between the British-French war and the 

Trojan one, and as though in honor of Helen, "ma[kes) his own flock 

of V's, winged comments / in the margin when he f[inds] parallels" 
(95): 

"Look, love, for instance, 
near sunset, on April 12, hear this, the Ville de Paris 

struck her colours to Rodney. Surrendered. Is this chance 
or an echo? Paris gives the golden apple, a war is 
fought for an island called Helen?"-clapping conclusive 

hands. (100) 

Plunkett exemplifies a possible reader of Omeros-by no means na

ive, but unlikely to surrender his biases or read what he does not wish 

to read-"clapping conclusive hands" at the many connections he 

finds between St. Lucian and mythical Greek history, although he ad-
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mits those connections may have been caused by either "chance I or an 

echo" ( 100). Walcott's readers will likely make check.marks in the 

margins when Homer comes to mind, and will want to applaud Wal

cott's ingenuity in building analogies, as well as their own in discov

ering them. Yet the poem continually invites us to do so, throws warn

ing flags, then reinvites us; and as Plunkett's research progresses it too 

becomes anxiety-ridden and inconclusive. It turns out that the bound

aries of history extend far beyond the window of knowledge: "The 

battle fanned north, out of sight of the island, / out of range of the 

claim by native historians/ that Helen was its one cause" (94). Indeed, 

the Trojan war is traditionally a paradigm of history's slow fade into 

fiction, and/or of the way a rhetorical wealth of detail can seduce read

ers into believing a plot as history. Plunkett's uneasiness echoes that 

with which commentators discuss the Homeric Helen's mysterious role 

in the Trojan war. Christa Wolf's novel Cassandra, for example, argues 

that Helen was only an excuse invented by Paris. Such skepticism 

sounds Postmodern, but a version of this hypothesis appears as early 

as Euripides' Helen. It becomes clear that Plunkett, driven by doubt as 

well, grasps at coincidences because they seem to indicate significance. 

His V-marked parallels signal momentary and wishful victories of co

herence over the chaos of sheer event: 

If she 
hid in their net of myths, knotted entanglements 

of figures and dates, she was not a fantasy 
but a webbed connection, like that stupid pretense 
that they did not fight for her face on a burning sea. (95) 

A slip in Plunkett's logic (as it is represented here in indirect discourse) 

rends his "net of myths" in the moment that he wishes it into being. If 

Helen is "not a fantasy" she is a "connection," but that connection is 

in tum "like [a) stupid pretense" -and a "stupid pretense" is a "fan

tasy." These lines, even as they assert Helen's intense reality (Greeks 

and Trojans did "fight for her face on a burning sea"), insinuate her 

unreality. 
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The differences between Plunkett's perspective (hence, method) and 
Walcott's are plain. Plunkett is a white colonist and ex-military man in 

"khaki," Walcott a "native"; Plunkett, perhaps as a result, "had been 

convinced II that his course was right[,]" while Walcott "despised any 

design I that kept to a chart" (270) . Plunkett rarely examines his im

pulse to connect Helens, while Walcott spends a good deal of time try

ing to get out from under his own desire to do so. It is hard to tell, 
however, whether Walcott more nearly succeeds-or even how Plun

kett's and Walcott's efforts exemplify "two opposing stratagems" 

(271 ). The supposed dichotomy between historian and poet actually 
seems much less firm here than in "The Muse of History": 

Plunkett, in his innocence, 

had tried to change History to a metaphor, 
in the name of a housemaid; I, in self-defence, 
altered her opposite. Yet it was all for her. 

Except we had used two opposing stratagems 
in praise of her and the island; cannonballs rolled 
in the fort grass were not from Olympian games, 

nor the wine-bottle, crusted with its fool's gold, 
from the sunken Ville de Paris, legendary 
emblems; nor all their names the forced coincidence 

we had made them. There, in her head of ebony, 
there was no real need for the historian's 
remorse, nor for literature's. Why not see Helen 

as the sun saw her, with no Homeric shadow, 
swinging her plastic sandals on that beach alone, 
as fresh as the sea-wind? Why make the smoke a door?7 (270-71) 

Walcott never assumes that politics predicts aesthetics. In "The Muse 

of History" Walcott observes that writers on the right and left often 
share the same assumptions. Plunkett and Walcott, likewise, "like en

emy ships of the line, / ... [ cross] on a parallel" (270) despite their 
obvious differences: "the Major's zeal II to make her the pride of the 

Battle of the Saints, I her yellow dress its flagship, was an ideal / no 

different from mine" (270). Now it is the historian who "trie[sl to 
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change History to a metaphor" and the poet who "alter[sJ her oppo

site" -whatever that is. Yet if the supposed dichotomy between Plun
kett and Walcott, historian and poet, fails to hold, so too does their 

resemblance. Rather, the contrast/comparison between historian and 

poet wavers in the course of the passage as Walcott withdraws from the 

comparison, falls part of the way back into it, and withdraws from it 
yet another time. The grammatical signposts marking this argument's 

twists and turns provide the most reliable road map of Walcott's 

thought. Statements battle, break into exceptions and finally deepen 

into questions: "Plunkett and I ... He ... I ... we crossed on a parallel; 

he ... I ... My impulse ... the Major's zeal ... was an ideal I no 
different from mine. Plunkett ... I . .. Yet ... Except ... Why not? ... 

Why?" When he can inquire no further, Walcott relaxes in the next 

moment into pragmatism: "But it was mine to make what I wanted of 

it, or I what I thought was wanted" (272). 
Finally we can say only that neither Plunkett nor Walcott can see 

Helen "as the sun [sees] her." This conclusion is neither surprising nor 

tragic, as Walcott implies: 

When would the sails drop 

from my eyes, when would I not hear the Trojan War 
in two fishermen cursing in Ma Kilman's shop? 
When would my head shake off its echoes like a horse 

shaking off a wreath of flies? When would it stop, 
the echo in the throat, insisting, "Omeros"; 
when would I enter that light beyond metaphor? (271) 

The more Walcott's unanswered questions multiply, the more they 

come to seem rhetorical. The "sails drop[ping)" like scales from his 

eyes, the "wreath of flies," and the reference to a stopping point all 

foreshadow the poet's death. Walcott's image of the poet "enter[ing)" 

a "light beyond" evokes the light of God, or at least of near-death 

experience; even the position of this image at the end of Walcott's string 
of questions reinforces its association to the end of life. "When would 

I enter that light beyond metaphor?" "Never," the reader answers si

lently. U we look back at the question in the preceding section, its an-
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swer seems equally obvious now: "Why not see Helen II as the sun saw 
her"? Because we are not the sun. 

In Chapter urn a representative of the lizard species after whom the 

Arawaks named the island(" 'Iounalao,' 'Where the iguana is found'" 

[4]) volunteers some words of advice. This lizard seems jealous of He
len, his rival as an emblem of St. Lucia. His expert opinion is cynical, 

his questions sarcastic: "Were both hemispheres the split breadfruit of 

/ her African ass?'' (312). Here the lizard sounds like some indignant 

reader of Ulysses asking, "Do you expect us to believe that the Laistry

gonians lunched on roast beef and cabbage? That Penelope played 

around?" He can accept the comparison between Homer's Greece and 
Walcott's St. Lucia only when it seems offhand and gratuitous, or ex
aggerated and therefore ironic: 

Exchange a spear 

for a cutlass; and when Paris tosses the apple 
from his palm to Venus, make it a pomme-Cythere, 
make all those parallels pointless. Names are not oars 

that have to be laid side by side, nor are legends; 
slowly the foaming clouds have forgotten ours. (312-13) 

The lizard begins with what sounds like a conclusion: "These Helens 

are different creatures, fl one marble, one ebony" (313) . For the lizard, 
color ensures difference (this might be truer in the lizard world), so 

that "These Helens" seem perhaps of two species. We cut from one 

Helen to the other, as in the comparison between Omeros and Seven 

Seas, and at the end of the sequence lose their opposition: "One un

knots a belt . .. one a cord of purple wool, the other one takes fl a 

bracelet ... one lies in a room ... another in a beach shack ... but 

each draws an elbow slowly over her face I and offers the gift of her 

sculptured nakedness" (313; italics mine). The distinction, "one mar
ble, one ebony,'' also locates a common ground. Neither marble nor 

ebony is animate, and both are artist's materials. (Omeros and Seven 

Seas are likewise described as "marble" and "ebony," respectively.) 
Both Helens, similarly, are bound to be changed and molded in the 
hands of their perceivers. 
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Two chapters later Helen is working at the Halcyon Inn; it is the last 

time we see her. Now the various ways of representing her appear in 

primary colors, without moral judgment or uneasiness: 

you might recall that battle 
for which they named an island or the heaving wreck 
of the Ville de Paris in her foam-frilled bodice, 

or just think, "What a fine local woman!" (322) 

At this point the possible ways of interpreting Helen no longer contest 

each other. Names don't "have to be laid side by side" or "kept to a 

chart," but it would be equally awkward always to store names in sep

arate drawers. Whereas it's not reasonable to expect to "see Helen II as 

the sun [sees] her," it is reasonable to "just think, 'What a fine local 
woman!'" -this, too, is a subjective representation and a rhetorical 

strategy, if not a fancy one. But neither is it unreasonable if historical 

or literary analogues come to mind. The same applies to Omeros's other 

analogies; Walcott therefore submits serious parallels and "pointless" 
ones in Omeros, telling contrasts and some that don't tum out to matter. 

Analogy is never absolute, but it is the imperfect vehicle of discern

ment. 
In an aesthetic or linguistic context Helen's combination of auton

omy and indifference and the inevitable futility with which parties at
tempt to grasp her would sound familiar. Helen would stand, in an 

allegory of representation, for the thing itself, the thing that is one with 

itself: "she and her shadow were the same" (97). But she cannot be 

apprehended as such and at the same time retain the autonomy that 

makes her apprehension desirable: "There is something too remote / 
about her stillness" (322). Helen can only be left alone or approached 

as a phenomenon to be transmuted in perception. 

HELE N ILLUSTRATE S the difficulty of locating similitude from 

the perspective of one of the objects to be compared, and the difficulty 

of grasping a thing in language from the perspective of the thing to be 
grasped. The figure of Philoctete illustrates similar problems of repre

sentation from the perspective of the language user. Helen discloses the 
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evasiveness of the signified; Philoctete, the infirmity of the signifier. As 

Walcott draws out the enigma of similitude and of his own wish for it 

in the process of testing more specific allegorizations of Helen (Helen 
as the coveted St. Lucia, as object of male desire), through the process 

of more specific allegorizations of Philoctete's infirmity Walcott con

fronts the infirmity of his own medium. The allegorizations on which 

we hope to depend, in Philoctete's case as in Helen's, instruct us in the 
deficiencies of the process by which we've attempted to advance. 

The legend of the Achaian Philoctetes varies from telling to telling 

but runs more or less as follows: Philoctetes is an admirable archer, a 

former member of Jason's expedition, and a friend of Heracles who 
inherits Heracles' personal weaponry. Philoctetes' life changes for 

good, however, after he suffers a snakebite on the island of Chryse. 

Odysseus and his company desert Philoctetes on or near Chryse-for 

obscure reasons, but perhaps because Philoctetes' grievous wound and/ 
or his loud and unattractive complaints demoralize and inconvenience 
the crew. Several years later, the Achaians learn that they cannot con

quer Troy without Philoctetes and/or his bow (nor can Philoctetes re

cover, apparently, until he returns to lroy), and so Odysseus retrieves 

him. Commentators have noted8 that abandonment embitters Philoc
tetes (especially in Sophocles' version of the story), so that he no 

longer wants anything to do with the Achaians, and least of all with 
Odysseus. The Homeric model for Walcott's Philoctete, then, is an anti

Greek Greek hero and an exile who lives on an out-of-the way island, 

all of which sounds rather familiar. Further, since Philoctetes' injury 

and abandonment is a tiny incident in the scheme of the Trojan war, it 

would be reasonable to suppose that the Achaians might not think it 

worth attending to Philoctetes until the war had ended, and that his 
wound therefore couldn't heal until then. But the legend reverses these 

expectations, so that the ·war cannot end until the individually negli

gible Phlloctetes returns and recovers. To begin with, then, the legend 

founds the central upon the marginal and the memorable upon the 

forgettable; Philoctetes and Walcott's Philoctete alike can easily be seen 
as stranded postcolonials "divided to the vein" by disparate alle
giances. 
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Walcott's Philoctete is a fisherman-Achille's mate, to be exact

who bears a scar on his ankle "made by a rusted anchor" (4). Philoc

tete believes that "the swelling came from the chained ankles / of his 
grandfathers. Or else why was there no cure?" ( 19). The wound con

tinuously torments him, and has two notable additional consequences: 

it gives him a sort of lockjaw-Philoctete hobbles around "with locked 

teeth" against the pain ( 10)9-and, possibly, makes him impotent ("He 

felt the sore twitch I its wires up to his groin" [ l O]). The wound there
fore impedes Philoctete verbally and bodily from expressing himself. 

Philoctete spends his days in Ma Kilman's No Pain Cafe, comforting 

himself with "a flask of white / acajou, and a jar of yellow Vaseline, II 

a small enamel basin of ice" (18). Ma Kilman (an "obeah-woman"
cum-sybil [245] as well as the proprietor of the No Pain) finally cures 

Philoctete by visiting a wood and calling upon "Erzulie, II Shango, and 

Ogun" (242). The gods send her a sign, namely a line of ants. The ants 

in tum lead her to a curative flower whose African seed has been 

planted centuries before by a swift. Ma Kilman "bathe[s] [Philoctete] 
in the brew of the root" (246), "The yoke of the wrong name lift[s] 

from his shoulders" (247), and "he st[ands] like a boy in his bath with 

the first clay's / innocent prick!" (248). Philoctete, as a descendant of 

deracinated slaves, is thus the male complement of Helen, who in Plun

kett's historical allegory represents St. Lucia. As Plunkett's history de

pends upon his wish to "redress" Helen's losses, Omeros's closure de
pends upon the closure of Philoctete's wound. 

" [A] ffliction is one theme / of this work," as Walcott observes po

litely (28), and so nearly every character in the poem bears some 

wound. Major Plunkett has a "head-wound" from the Afrika Korps 

(25), and like an abandoned soldier, often "[shakes] off the old hallu

cination again, II ... that they were back at war" (253). The poet is a 
domestic castaway, alone in his house-"I grew tired, like wounded 

Philoctetes, II the hermit who did not know the war was over, I or 

refused to believe it" ( 171 )-and compares his own lost romantic bat

tle to the final defeat of the Sioux ("I could not believe it was over any 

more I than they did" (175]). Achille suffers during Helen's affair with 

Hector, when "his wound was Philoctete's shin" (40; in his indignance 
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at tourists' intrusions, too, Achille "scream[s]" with "gangrene" 

[299)). During Achille's absence Helen has a "hole in her heart" like 

"the low-fingered O of an Aruac flute" ( 152); Hector's transport rep

resents the commercialization of St. Lucian society, with "its flaming 

wound that speed alone could not heal" ( 118). The founding act of 
Omeros, the fishermen's cutting down of trees, creates a "hole" (6). 

Omeros's fabric is also perforated by a series of smaller, O-shaped 

wounds-such as the "oval portrait[s]" of admirals (315 ), the "holes" 

of cannon mouths (312), and the "terrified 'Whoas!'" of a boy on a 
horse galloping out of control (247). The very opening, or surrogate 

mouth, of Philoctete's wound was created by a mouth-by "chains 

from the Bight [bite] of Benin" (273). The flower from which Ma Kil

man brews Philoctete's medicine has in its tum been uprooted "cen

turies ago from its antipodal shore" (238); it, too, bears a wound ("its 
gangrene, its rage / festering for centuries" [244]) and an "antipodal 

odour" (245). 10 Thus Philoctete's wound is bathed in medicine distilled 

from a wound, in a basin that resembles a wound, by Ma Kilman, a 

doctor whose overly tight stockings' "vise/ round her calves reminded 

her of Philoctete" (236). All this takes place in a Caribbean "basin" 

which is itself one immense wound. This proliferation does not stem 
merely from Walcott's love of repeated details (though partly from 

that), for if Philoctete's wound represents the pain of postcolonialism 

every resident of St. Lucia must endure it. Yet we cannot interpret Phil

octete's wound finally and simply as a symbol of postcolonfal desola
tion. Philoctete's "scraping, rusted anchor" ( 10) also represents the 

"incurable II wound of time" ( 319)-the gravity that pulls everyone 
eventually into the earth. 11 

More important, Philoctete finally resembles any language user and 

the wound, language itself. (The wound hampers Philoctetc's ability to 

speak, yet speaks itself; lts round chancre visually expresses an o of 
pain, and its opening recalls the "mouths" of conches Achille lifts from 

the water [41]). 12 The Achaian Philoctetes has often been seen as an 
archetype of the artist. For Edmund Wilson Philoctetes is "a literary 

man" who exemplifies "the conception of superior strength as insep

arable from disability"; "The victim of a malodorous disease which 
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renders him abhorrent to society and periodically degrades him and 

makes him helpless is also the master of a superhuman art which 
everybody has to respect and which the normal man finds he needs."n 

Walcott's Philoctete, too, exemplifies the thinking man and the poet: 

local children call him '"Pheeloh! Pheelosophee!'" (19). But the 

wound's ubiquity indicates that in Omeros Wilson's correlation be

tween language and disfigurement holds true for more than poetic lan
guage. The shift from Modernism to Postmodemism has meant in part 

moving from seeing the poet as an afflicted man who yet masters lan

guage to seeing language as his affliction, that which masters him. Wal

cott parallels Philoctete's deracination as descendant of slaves to his 

physical disfigurement and thence to his status as language user. 
Hence, Walcott suggests that language itself is an enslavement and a 

disfigurement (which nevertheless "everybody has to respect"). 

When we first see Philoctete he is telling some tourists a story. Phil

octete's opening tale is firmly associated with the tale of Omeros, since 

his first sentence is also the first sentence of Walcott's poem. Philoc
tete's story describes how he, Achille, and others made canoes out of 

trees. Walcott identifies sailing with writing in Omeros, as he so often 

does; Omeros begins with the construction of canoes and ends when 
Walcott's "craft slips the chain of its anchor" (323). Philoctete's open

ing story therefore amounts to a story about how Omeros itself gets 

started. Philoctete draws his words from the idiolect of popular epic, 

the genre to which Walcott's poem hopes to belong. His opening words 

strike a tone somewhere between those of a folk tale and of a Universal 
Pictures war movie: 
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"This is how, one sunrise, we cut down them canoes." 
Philoctete smiles for the tourists, who try taking 
his soul with their cameras. "Once wind bring the news 

to the laurier-cannelles, their leaves start shaking 
the minute the axe of sunlight hit the cedars, 
because they could see the axes in our own eyes. 

Wind lift the fems. They sound like the sea that feed us 
fishermen all our life, and the ferns nodded, 'Yes, 
the trees have to die.' So, fists jam in our jacket, 
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cause the heights was cold and our breath making feathers 
like the mist, we pass the rum. When it came back, it 
give us the spirit. to tum into murderers. 

I Hft up the axe and pray for strength in my hands 
to wound the fust cedar. Dew was filling my eyes, 
but I fire one more white rum. Then we advance." (3) 

Philoctete heightens and heroizes his story with crowd-pleasing rhet

oric: flamboyant metaphors and similes, personification, and hyper

bole. Even his smile is a piece of rhetoric, since he "smiles for the tour

ists," not at them. 14 The audience pays Philoctete for his performance; 

one has to wonder to what extent Philoctete inflates the drama of 

events because he wishes to please the audience. It's clear, at any rate, 

that Philoctete misrepresents what he narrates, and that distortion is 

an essential rather than incidental part of his presentation. And Phil

octete's exhibitionistic linguistic disfigurements specifically recall his 

own wound when "For some extra silver ... he shows them a scar" 

(4). Philoctete's aesthetic tendencies clearly approximate Walcott's 

own. But there is another kind of representation going on in the same 

scene. As Philoctete tells his story the tourists commemorate it "with 

their cameras." The potential vulgarity of photography, especially of 

tourists' responding to colorful poverty by "flying ... to capture the 

scene/ like gulls fighting over a catch" (299), is a commonplace. Any 

framing can be seen as a misunderstanding, a "process by which men 

are simplified" (298). Achille apparently believes that photography is 

such a simplifying process, for he "howl[s] / at [the tourists'! clacking 

cameras" (299), enraged at "being misunderstood // by a camera for 

the spelling on his canoe" (298). 

An implicit parallel exists here between the method of photography 

as Walcott sees it and that of history, which he so often opposes to 

poetry. Walcott argues in "The Muse of History" that the linear men

tality, which he terms "historical," likewise leans toward convenient 

simplifications; history has too often left Afro-Caribbeans out of the 

picture. Walcott now repeats this accusation: 
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History has simplified 

[Achille]. Its elegies had blinded me with the temporal 
lament for a smoky Troy, but where coral died 
it feeds on its death, the bones branch into more coral, 

and contradiction begins. (297) 

The problem is that it never becomes clear, here or anywhere in Wal

cott's work, where "history" or the "historical" begins and ends. Wal

cott names some of history's qualities (it is elegiac, it is temporal; it is 
elegiac because temporal, since finitude raises lament), but this is hardly 

a working definition; it could as easily describe poetry as history. In 

"The Muse of History" Walcott's categories are rhetorically finn but 

practically vague: we learn only that Cesaire, Perse, Hanis, Neruda, 
Borges, Whitman, Hughes, Beckett, and Walcott are not "historical" 

writers, and that Brathwaite probably is. In Omeros Walcott further 

loosens the distinction between historian and poet. He identifies him

self with Plunkett, the amateur historian, and identifies too with these 
"crouching photographers" ( 298): 

Didn't I want the poor 
to stay in the same light so that I could transfix 
them in amber, the afterglow of an empire, 

preferring a shed of palm-thatch with tilted sticks 
to that blue bus-stop? (227) 

Moreover, who could have written these "elegies"' "temporal/ lament 

for a smoky Troy" -except Horner, Virgil, or Walcott himself? The ele

gies of history are "blind"; wasn't Horner, too, blind, perhaps "blinded 

by lament"? In Book Vil Omeros confides, "'The Aegean's chimera II 

is a camera, you get my drift'" (282- 83). The Odyssey and The lliad, 

then, the most powerlul canonical paradigms of poetic value, are mov
ies filmed by a blind photographer. We may infer that in Omeros the 

disfigurement of "crouching photographers" suggests the danger 
within any kind of representation. 

Philoctete embodies the disfiguration within language as a whole; 

Omeros illustrates the blindness of language at its poetic apex. In the 
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miniature Inferno of Book Seven, Omeros leads Walcott to a sense of 

his own sin-which turns out to be "Pride in [his] craft" and hence in 
"Elevat[ed]" language (293). Still, Orneros, who alone can show Wal

cott his sin and rescue him from it, is blind as well; Omeros can only 

lead Walcott through "veils of stinking sulphur" "till [he] [is] as blind" 

(293) as Omeros himself. The chain of poets, conventionally an image 

of genealogical progress, is here an emblem of "the blind leading the 
blind." 

Omeros also stands at the inception of both originality and of gene

alogy, as prototype of the wholly original, inspired poet and patriarch 

of the Western tradition. As such he demonstrates both the extent to 

which genealogy and originality intertwine and the disfigurement that 
troubles both. Telemachos observes in The Odyssey that "Nobody really 

knows his own father" (32); indeed, the Odysseus-Telemachos story 

can be interpreted as an allegory of genealogical mystery, in which 
Odysseus's absence merely literalizes and underscores the distance be

tween all children and their fathers. More to the point, doubts about 
genealogy readily infect representation, since sons who don't resemble 

their fathers, or who seem to have no fathers, provoke suspicions about 

the authenticity of origin and/or the significance of resemblance itself. 

It is not surprising that Walcott should take up this subject since, as 
noted earlier, his own father, Warwick Walcott, died early of an ear 

infection. Walcott grew up without a father and with a twin brother 

dual reasons to question "originality" in dual senses of the word. 

In Omeros relations between parents and children both overlap (be

cause each child is someone's parent, sometimes even its parent's par

ent) and prove reversible. Conventional genealogy is entirely at odds 

with reversibility, but the links in Walcott's familial chains face both 

past and future like "twin-headed January, seeing either tense'' (223). 

The chains make as much sense read backward as forward. When 
Achille journeys to Africa he resembles Odysseus in search of nostos; 

but like Telemachos, he finds his father, Afolabe, in the course of the 

journey. For Plunkett, as for Leopold Bloom, "Only a son [is] missing" 

(29). But Plunkett assuages his hunger for a son by looking (or fathers; 

this Bloomian figure becomes a Telemachos of the library, researching 
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his ancestry. There Plunkett discovers that one forefather, a Dutch spy, 
died in the British-French naval battle for St. Lucia. Because this an
cestor died as "a young Plunkett" ( l O l) the Major thinks of him as a 
son (99). Catherine Weldon performs a similar psychological maneu
ver when she grieves for a dead son, then immediately notes, "'More 
and more we learn to do without / those we still love. With my father 
it was the same'" (179). The persona of the poet also plays "both 
father and son" ( 166) to both of his parents. One of Walcott's parental 
obligations toward his aged mother is paradoxically to invest her, who 
has given him his identity, with her own identity and with a proper 
sense of maternity. She, meanwhile, belies age, gender, and familial 
convention by responding to the maternal role urged upon her with a 
version of Telemachos' question: 

"Who am I? Mama, I'm your son." 
"My son." She nodded. 

"You have two, and a daughter. 
And a lot of grandchildren," I shouted. "A lot to 
remember." 

"A lot." She nodded, as she fought her 
memory. "Sometimes I ask myself who I am." ( 166) 

Warwick Walcott bears out familial apophrades-Warwick has died 
at so young an age that Walcott could now be his long-dead father's 
father-and serves as a bridge from literal to poetic filiation. Walcott's 
relation to Warwick is explicitly poetic: the son has read his father's 
verses and long since surpassed their skill. The familial and the literary 
merge in the image of the poet's childhood house, now "a printery" 
(67). In Chapter XII Walcott visits this house/printery, encounters War
wick's ghost, and plays Hamlet to Warwick's spectral patriarch: 
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there was a figure 
framed in the quiet window for whom this was home, 
tracing its dust, rubbing thumb and middle finger, 
then coming to me, not past, but through the machines, 
dear as a film and as perfectly projected 
as a wall cut by the jalousies' slanted lines. 
He had done a self-portrait, it was accurate. 
In his transparent hand was a book I had read. 
"In this pale blue notebook where you found my verses" -
my father smiled-"! appeared to make your life's choice, 
and the calling that you practise both reverses 
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and honours mine from the moment it blent with yours. 
Now that you are twice my age, which is the boy's, 
which the father's?" 

"Sir"-I swallowed-"they are one voice." 
(68) 

Since the father and the son share a common interest in poetry, Walcott 

"honours" Warwick's own poetic ambitions by "reversing" him. To 

" reverse'' means to "verse again" and therefore connotes continuity, 

but also means "to undo" and so connotes rebellion and discontinuity. 

Omeros "reverses" Homer respectfully in that it clothes Homeric epi
sodes in new meters, yet also reverses Homer by casting Homeric par
allels in doubt even as it evokes them. 

In his meeting with Omeros Walcott employs Warwick Walcott's am

bivalent notion of reversal/honor. Reversal and honor first appear in 

sequence when Walcott insults and compliments Omeros in succes
sion. Walcott at first slights Omeros's work: "'I never read it,' / I said. 

'Not all the way through'" (283). The slight decreases rather than in
creases Walcott's sense of his own vivacity, however, for he "tum(s) 

cold the moment (he says} it" (283). He tempers his insult as a result, 

hurriedly explaining, " 'The gods and the demi-gods aren't much use 

to us.' " The poetic father and son then reach an agreement about the 
father's imperfection and merit: "'Forget the gods,' Omeros growl(s], 

'and read the rest' " (283). Once this agreement has been achieved 

Walcott speaks to Omeros more politely: "'I have always heard / your 

voice in that sea, master .... I Master, I was the freshest of all your 

readers'" (283). In "Names" one can either repeat a name, then 

change it, or repeat and, by repeating, change it; so Walcott reverses, 

then honors, and/or by reversing honors Omeros. Although insult and 

compliment occur in sequence in this piece of dialogue, the two may 

well occur simultaneously. The phrase "I was the freshest of your read
ers" glints with such a double edge. "Freshest" implies that as a youth 

Walco1t was a most innocent, most open reader of Homer-and that 
he was also most insolent, most "fresh." 

Once Walcott has played out reversal and honor, first separately, then 

together in "freshness," Omeros replies, "'Ready?'" (283) and, seeing 

"how deeply [Walcot1J love(s] the island," announces, "'We will both 
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praise it now'" (286). Walcott at first feels too embarrassed to speak, 

but almost immediately his voice "rid[es] on [Omeros's) praise," and 

finally "was going / under the strength of his voice, which carried so 

far/ that a black frigate heard it" (287). Although Walcott's and Ome
ros's voices become "one voice" (as do Walcott's and Warwick's), the 

unity Walcott asserts is not simple. The son reverses and honors his 

poetic father, the father smothers and encourages his son-even as the 

strength of Omeros's voice supports Walcott's, Walcott's "go[es) / un
der" or drowns in it. Further, we should not forget that "Walcott" and 

"Omeros" alike are characters in a poem by Walcott. Walcott therefore 

produces the voice that supposedly overwhelms his own. Everything 
seen or said within a fictive system, as in a dream, must be "projected"; 

characters speak only languages the dreamer knows. For this reason 

God speaks St. Lucian Creole to Achille, Omeros speaks like an unre
generate "old goat" to Walcott (" 'Did you, you know, do it ohen?'" 

[284]), and the Charon who rows Walcott to the underworld is a fa

miliar alcoholic St. Lucian domino-player who "spoke my own lan

guage, the one for which I had died" (287). In "The Hotel Normandie 
Pool" Ovid's features seem suspiciously reminiscent of the profiles on 

Roman coins; it makes a similar sense that Omeros resembles a marble 

bust of Homer which Walcott can animate ("The moment I named it, 

the marble head arose" [280)). Nor is the fictional character "Walcott" 

certain of his own reality; Omeros is Walcott's projectfon, yet as he 

accompanies Omeros he "could see through [his] own palm with 
every crease I and every line transparent" (282).'5 

When the poet follows Omeros up the goat track and then out to 

Soufriere, Walcott adopts and adapts Dante's metaphor of poets fol

lowing in their predecessors' footsteps. Precisely the Homer-Virgil re

lation traditionally symbolizes the relation between original and succes
sor. Yet here Omeros, the great original, plays the role of Virgil, the 
great refiner, in a script modeled upon that of Dante, the successor of 

both. Should Walcott parallel Dante more precisely, Dante himself (or 

perhaps Joyce) would be Walcott's guide in the poem. Instead, at the 

moment that he employs the image of an orderly chain Walcott belies 
it by leaping over Joyce, Dante, and Virgil to Homer. 
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Soufriere has always been a supernatural spot in Walcott's private 

mythology. Soufriere's volcanic sulphur pit now becomes Walcott's 

tourist-trap Malebolge-a "Pool of Speculation" (289) in which the 

St. Lucian Paradiso goes up for sale. Walcott's criticism here is not 
merely external, because he connects financial to poetic "speculation," 

and makes the pit a speculum in which he faces his own reflection. 

The only sufferers other than speculators are the "Selfish phantoms" 

of poets; the poet admits, "that was where I had come from" (293). 
Walcott has by now seen "the light of St. Lucia at last through her own 

eyes, I her blindness" atop his miniature Purgatorio, and "felt every 

wound pass" in that blindness "because a dosing darkness brightens 
love" (282). Epiphany arrives at the cost of "darkness" and "blind

ness," however, so its elevation is not entirely desirable. The specula

tors flounder in their sulphur pit precisely for the sin of elevation: they 

"elevated into waiters / the sons of others, while their own learnt 
something else" (289). 16 Walcott, like the damned speculators and 

poets, is in danger of "Elevating [him]self" (293). 

On the one hand, Omeros momentarily saves Walcott from the 

damned poets' fate: "Omeros gripped / my hand in enclosing marble 

and his strength moved II me away from that crowd, or else I might 

have slipped / to that backbiting circle" (293). On the other, Walcott's 
deliverance remains dubious: 

As I, contemptuously, turned my head away, 
a fist of ice gripped it from the soul-shaping forge, 
and it wrenched my own head bubbling its half-lies, 

crying out its name, but each noun stuck in its gorge 
as it begged for pardon, willing to surrender 
if another chance were given it at language. (293-94) 

Walcott cannot turn away from the poets' "backbiting circle" because 
he himself, like Milton's Satan or Lowell's, is hell; the landscape 

through which he passes recurs within him. He resembles the sulphur 

pit, "bubbling" his "half-lies"; his throat is as a "gorge" from which 

nouns struggle to rise. It is hard to tell, however, whether this piece of 
self-criticism braces Walcott against the sulphur pit or pushes him 
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towards it. When Omeros's fist grips him "from the soul-shaping 

forge," Omeros may stand at the forge, 17 but the forge could also be 

that self-aggrandizement from which Walcott needs saving. 18 The 
"half-lies" Walcott claims he utters likewise express a mixture of self

criticism and self-celebration. They may be "half" lies either because 

they are half true or because they are half Walcott's; and since Omeros 

and Walcott are as halves of a two-faced head, the other halves of these 

lies can belong only to Walcott's supposed savior, Omeros. Walcott 
claims that he is "willing to surrender," but "surrender" can mean 

"ecstasy" and hence, elevation again. His willingness to surrender is a 

part of the problem as well as a reaction against the problem. Walcott's 

repentence could merely reformulate his poetic resolution in the same 

way that his assertion of art's limitations in "Crusoe's Island" does. 
The poet may request pardon, in other words, and "another chance ... 

at language," only to be able to better repeat his sin of poetic transcen

dence. 

The poet-narrator in "Cul de Sac Valley" answers the riddle of the 

Sphinx; Walcott now undergoes another test. Omeros remarks, 

"You tried to render 
their lives as you could, but that is never enough; 
now in the sulphur's stench ask yourself this question, 

whether a love of poverty helped you 
to use other eyes, like those of sightless stone?" (294) 

The poet answers with a gesture: 

My own head sank in the black mud of Soufriere, 

while it looked back with all the faith it could summon. 
Both heads were turned like the god of the yawning year 
on whose ridge I stood looking back where I came from. 

These lines hinge upon an ambiguous pronomial referent: "it looked 

back." Omeros's is "an ice-matted head'' (294) in this passage, so "it" 

is Omeros's head that looks back while Walcott's sinks. At the same 
time Walcott's reference to Janus (January, the "ridge" of "the yawning 

year") reminds us again that he and Omeros can be seen as two halves 
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of a single head. In this sense Walcott as well as Omeros looks back. 

And in the moment that this happens Walcott finds that "The night
mare was gone" (294), that he is not only looking back at life, but also 

"looking back where [heJ came from," as when he first departed from 

his father upon the wharf. The implication is that by looking back Wal
cott passes this new poetic test. 

References to backward looks recall the story of Orpheus, in which 

Orpheus loses the chance to give Eurydice life because he succumbs to 

the temptation to look over his shoulder at her. Walcott's Orpheus fol

lows rather than leads, taking a position analagous to Eurydice's even 

as he bears Orpheus's obligations to keep faith: "the guide II needs the 
trust of the wounded one to begin with; / he could feel my doubt be

hind him. That was no good" (293}. Walcott accuses himself of depriv

ing his subjects of life by not looking at them-which is to say, by look

ing at them with too visionary "['Jeyes, like those of sightless stone' " 
(294). Therefore, in response to Omeros's challenge Walcott's/Or

pheus's head deliberately "look[s] back with all the faith it could sum

mon." Whereas Orpheus must have faith that Eurydice and Hermes 

follow him and must prove that faith by not looking back, Walcott 
proves his faith in life by keeping his gaze upon life.19 

The journey through which Omeros guides Walcott instructs him, 

then, in his poetic deficiencies: the poet has elevated his work beyond 

the grasp of its subjects, and at the same time transfixed those subjects 
in a too-romantic poverty. Yet Omeros himself is implicated in each of 

the poet's failings, since the figure of Homer above all represents 

"high" rhetorical style and heightened mimesis. Thus, instruction here 

does not mean objective description but, rather, the turning inside-out 

of conventions used by instructor and student alike. And the roles of 
ancestor and descendent, poetic original and imitator, are themselves 

among the conventions anatomized. 

WAL C OTT I S ~n at least two senses. First and fore

most, like Eliot's "major poet," he steals. But we must also attend to ----what he does with stolen material. Like the magpie, Walcott throws 

nothing away. Words act as powerful magnets; if a word picks up a 
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connotation in a poem from 1948, chances are it will continue to de

velop that connotation through 1968 and 1988. It is as though Walcott 

were proving the idea that each word is a poem in itself by using words 

with an exact memory of their etiologies within his oeuvre. At this 
point even very commonplace words like "branch," "swift," or "net" 

appear thickly encrusted with associations. It isn't possible to read 

more than six lines at a time of Omeros without coming across a fresh 
handful of such magnetic words, as one also finds familiar themes en

acted by new characters. Omeros is as much a restatement as a contin

uation of Walcott's past concerns and motifs. It is here that Walcott 

elucidates the crossings to and from America he describes in "Culture 

or Mimicry?" and the paradoxical relations of poet to precursor he 

describes in "The Muse of History." These ideas are revised-usually 

loosened-but not radically altered by their dramatizations. 
The same holds true for Omeros_'s style, which continues Walcott's · 

exploration of St. Lucian linguistic complexity. Omeros's assortment of 

linguistic possibilities, like Another Life's, encourages close listening. 

The poet spots Major Plunk.en's mimicry of colonial speech, for ex

ample, by Plunkett's phrasing of a banal greeting: " 'Been travellin' a 

bit, what?' " As soon as Plunkett utters the words, 

he knew he'd been caught, 

caught out in the class-war. It stirred my contempt. 
He knew the "what?" was a farce, I knew it was not 
officer-quality, a strutting R.S.M. (269) 

Plunkett stumbles again when he misspells "Iounalao" as "Iounalo" 

(92) and fumes, "History will be revised, II and we'll be its villians, 

fading from the map / (he said 'villians' for 'villains'). And when it's 

over/ we'll be the bastards!" (92). Even as Plunkett protests that he is 

not a bastard, his speech, like Achille's when he misspells "trust," is 

bastardized; and in the moment that he objects to the revision of his

tory, his poor memory revises language- his own as much as others'. 

A complementary irony befalls Philoctete's friend, 'the would-be lo

cal politician, Statics, so named "for ... the short-circ~it prose / of hjs 
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electrical syntax in which he mixed I Yankee and patois" during his 

megaphone declamations ( 10 5). Statics's harangues are even more 

creolized than Spoiler's Trinidadian satire: 

"This island of St. Lucia, quittez moin dire z'autresl 
let me tell you is heading for unqualified 
disaster, ces mamailles-la, pas blague, I am not 

joking . .. . 

Like that man hopping there, St. Lucia look healthy 

with bananas and tourists. but her soul crying. 
'tends \a moin dire z'autres, tell me if I lying.("] ( 107) 

Creolization guarantees neither authenticity nor popularity, for Stat

ics's language embodies his egalitarianism without promoting it. He 
has, in fact, the reputation for inaudibility that his name suggests: 

" 'Ces mamail/es-la!' Statics shouted, meaning 'Children!' I Then Hector 

would tap his knee with: 'The mike not ori'" ( 106). 
In Omeros poetic language, as a product of mimicry, begins in error, 

as in the following exchange between Ma Kilman and Philoctete: 

"Mais qui fa quirivait- ·ous, Philoctete?" 
"Main blesse." 

"But what is wrong wH you, Philoctete?" 
"I am blest 

wif this wound, Ma Kilman, qui pas ka guerir piece. 

Which will never heal." ( I 8-19) 

Walcott's (mis)translation of "blesse" as "blest" is play, not a mistake, 

yet the inexact repetition of such play is not different in effect from 

Achille's or Plunkett's misrememberings, or Statics's inaudibility. The 

mimicry that produces creole also produces paronomasia, when chil

dren call Philoctete "'Pheelosophee!'" ( 19) or when Plunkett's accent 

leads him to pun on "Seashells" and "Seychelles" (30). 

In Omeros both ordinary and poetic language are founded on the 

errors o[ mimicry, and their pretensions to permanence are limited by 

that foundation. The poet-figure Seven Seas is not only blind but, ac-
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cording to Ma Kilman, nearly unintelligible: "His words were not 

dear. /They were Greek to her. Or old African babble" (18). It takes a 

while for the irony of this judgment to sink in: the Greeks defined as 

barbaric all languages that were not Greek, but it is now Greek that in 
American slang is synonymous with "babble." To Ma Kilman's ears 

her ancestral African languages sound as meaningless as Greek. She 

associates both African and Greek with Seven Seas' visionary mutter

ings, thus linking both to poetic language, "the dark language of the 

blind" ( 17). The language of Omeros is, expressly, Greek and African 

babble. Seven Seas' attitude toward this position may also characterize 
the poet's; to judge by it, by Omeros Walcott does not so much celebrate 

as accept the inherently barbaric (or "Greek") character of poetry. Ab

sorbed in his task of "numbering things," Seven Seas "never com

plained about his situation// like the rest of them" (18): "Sometimes 

he would sing and the scraps blew on the wind" ( 17). 
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EPILOGUE 

WALCOTT AND POSTMODERNITY 

M OST NORTH AMERICAN critics and reviewers have 

come to see Derek Walcott as a deservedly celebrated poet, 
"natural, worldly, and accomplished" (Vendler, 26) . Yet this very ap

preciation of the orthodox values of Walcott's work-its learning, as

surance, and metrical proficiency-has obstructed consideration of 

Walcott's place in the Postmodern era. Enthusiastic critics usually dis

cuss Walcott as a "literary" poet and an imitator of the poetic past who 
perpetuates rather than reverses a traditional formalism. Indeed, the 

surface of Walcott's language does not seem overtly Postmodern. Yet 

Walcott is obviously also a late twentieth-century postcolonial ob

sessed on the thematic level with cultural and linguistic displace

ment-a concern sometimes held to be a hallmark of Postmodern lit

erature. The vast majority of the small body of critical li terature 

concerned with Walcott's poetry dwells upon this dilemma, straining 

to reconcile the subversive postcolonial with the relatively conven

tional versifier. His readers most often argue that Walcott ponders dis

placement on the thematic level, but on the rhetorical level nostalgi

cally denies it. By this logic, rhetoric and content in Walcott's poetry 


